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	Text1p12: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2p12: Ms.Cooper ArtChronicle
	Text4p12: GRADES K-1
	Text4ap12: Grade K will learn to use tools and art materials properly and safely while exploring color. Grade K is exploring how to identify and recognize colors in their world, as well as understand primary colors and their source as they create color wheel flowers. First Grade is creating a Kandinsky-inspired abstract work of art that demonstrates:-Experimentation with drawing tools such as oil pastels, pencils, colored pencils, crayons.-Use of varied lines and colors to show expression.
	Text5p12: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text5ap12: Second Grade is creating self-portraits using various types of line to form patterns. Third Grade is learning about portraiture through the lens of the artist Frida Kahlo, understanding that artists are inspired by personal experience. Third graders are creating unique self-portraits. 
	Text6p12: FOURTH & FIFTH GRADES
	Text6ap12: Fourth Grade is exploring the  elements of art and principles of design by using radial balance to create beautiful name mandalas. Fifth Grade is exploring the color wheel and its color sequence by creating color progression works of art.
	Text7p12: NOTES FROM THE TEACHER
	Text7ap12: Thanks again to all those who donated to my grants on Donorschoose.org! Please continue to show your support and visit the website.
	Text3p12: a note from the teacher
	Text3ap12:      This year students will be focusing on drawing in sketchbooks; the emphasis being on personal expression. The sketchbook is meant to serve a means for the student to make connections between their own life, the world around them, school, and seeing art in their everyday lives.  This year all of the students in art will be learning about the Elements of  Art and the Principles of Design as they create beautiful works of art! Many artists will be explored and many connections will be made to other content areas!


